English 10A
American Literature / Vocabulary 8
Define the following words:
1. derogatory - showing a critical or disrespectful attitude : she tells me I'm fat

and is always making derogatory remarks.

2. desiccate - remove the moisture from (something, esp. food), typically in order to preserve it :
desiccated coconut. [as adj. ] ( desiccated) figurative lacking interest, passion, or energy : a
desiccated history of ideas.

3. despondent - in low spirits from loss of hope or courage.
4. destitute - without the basic necessities of life : the charity cares for
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destitute children.
desultory - lacking a plan, purpose, or enthusiasm : a few people were left,
dancing in a desultory fashion.
dialectical - relating to the logical discussion of ideas and opinions :
dialectical ingenuity.
didactic - intended to teach, particularly in having moral instruction as an
ulterior motive : a didactic novel that set out to expose social injustice.
diffident - modest or shy because of a lack of self-confidence : a diffident
youth.
digress - leave the main subject temporarily in speech or writing : I have
digressed a little from my original plan.
dilettante - a person who cultivates an area of interest, such as the arts,
without real commitment or knowledge : [as adj. ] a dilettante approach to
science.
discreet - careful and circumspect in one's speech or actions, esp. in order to
avoid causing offense or to gain an advantage : we made some discreet
inquiries.
discrete - individually separate and distinct : speech sounds are produced as
a continuous sound signal rather than discrete units.
disparage - regard or represent as being of little worth : he never missed an
opportunity to disparage his competitors | [as adj. ] ( disparaging)
disparaging remarks.
disparate - essentially different in kind; not allowing comparison : they
inhabit disparate worlds of thought.
disseminate - spread or disperse (something, esp. information) widely : health
authorities should foster good practice by disseminating information.
dissolution - the closing down or dismissal of an assembly, partnership, or
official body : the dissolution of their marriage | Henry VIII declared the
abbey's dissolution in 1540.
distend - cause (something) to swell by stretching it from inside : air is
introduced into the stomach to distend it | [as adj. ] ( distended) a
distended belly.
dogmatic - inclined to lay down principles as incontrovertibly true : he
gives his opinion without trying to be dogmatic.
domestic - of or relating to the running of a home or to family relations :
domestic chores | domestic violence.
doctrinaire - seeking to impose a doctrine in all circumstances without regard
to practical considerations : a doctrinaire socialist.

